MediaWiki Stakeholders’ Group

2nd meeting, San Francisco, January 26th, 2015
Proposed Agenda

• Meet 'n' Greet
• Introduction of the group: What we are and where we're heading
• Current state
• Possible shift in strategic focus: Advisory and educational
• Infrastructure
Say hi

- Who is here?
Areas of collaboration

• Communication and coordination among MediaWiki users
• Coordination between different groups of MediaWiki developers and operators
• Foster the ecosystem around MediaWiki
• Facilitate implementation of MediaWiki features
• Improve documentation of extensions and MediaWiki visibility
• Contribute to the development of MediaWiki
Current tasks

• Monitor development roadmap
• Application to AffCom
• Set up a developer exchange
• Development wishlist / roadmap
• Set up tasks on Phabricator
• Extension documentation on mw.o
Re-focus

• Advisory and educational?
• Listen to and voice our interests
• Advice with actual setup
  • List of recommended extensions?
  • Own outward facing release with more extensions
  • Extension / Content bundle
• Focus: if we were lobbying for one issue, what would it be?
Infrastructure

• Is everyone subscribed to our mailing-list?
• Support commitment by Foundation?
• Participation at European Hackathon?
Contact

• Markus Glaser
• glaser@hallowelt.biz

• https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/MediaWiki_Stakeholders'_Group